


KUDOS
helps institutions + publishers

mobilize researchers
to undertake more outreach
around their work and thus 

increase visibility and impact



Why?
competition for funding

growing impact agenda
huge growth in outputs

fight for visibility and usage 
“off-grid” sharing
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What is Kudos 
working to achieve?
More impact for research • More recognition for researchers

Better evidence to help 
researchers, institutions

and publishers use 
communications more 

effectively to drive impact

Better collaboration between 
these groups to maximize 

results of each others’ 
efforts to create impact
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How does Kudos do it?
Centralizes

how researchers 
manage 

communications 
around their work

Maps results
of these efforts to a 

range of metrics

Gives institutions
“actionable insights”

and longer-term 
intelligence from the 

evidence and patterns 
that emerge
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Does it work?
Nanyang Technological Institute study, 2015
Explaining and sharing via Kudos 
correlated to

higher downloads of 
full text on publisher sites

23%
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Workflow for researchers

1. Register & find a work 
(integrated with ORCID)

2. Explain what it is about 
and why it is important

3. Generate trackable link
for sharing (e.g. via email) 
or share directly to Twitter, 
Facebook, LinkedIn

4. Measure effect on 
publication performance

5. Rinse and repeat!
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Mapping 
communications 
to publication 
performance
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Service for institutions
• Plain language explanations to 

help comms teams engage a 
broader audience with the 
institution’s research

• Centralized data on who is 
actively communicating about 
their work, where and to what 
effect

• Learn the most effective ways 
to drive publication impact –
finetune institutional 
communications efforts, and 
provide better guidance to 
researchers

• Quickly and easily amplify 
researchers’ efforts
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What’s the difference between 
Kudos and Altmetric?
Kudos is not a metric; it brings together a range of metrics at a high-level

to inspire researchers to talk about their work

Altmetric scans social / traditional media, Wikipedia, govt policy etc
to track attention being paid to work 

Kudos maps attention back to emails, social media, academic networks
to show who is active and what works
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What else makes Kudos different?
• Cross-publisher
• Cross-channel
• Cross-metric

What else makes Kudos different?
Multi-channel

Multi-metric

Multi-publisher

Focused on creating impact
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Attracting researchers at ETH Zurich
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Coffee Lectures
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Kudos and Altmetric Coffee Lectures
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